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• What is RCFV?
• RCFV is a text file viewer which can also view MS Word, Excel, and HTML documents from
both files and web pages. It can also be used in conjunction with a browser to resize and
display images. A subsequent tutorial will describe that functionality in detail.

• Why do I need it?
• You don’t NEED it, but it is a nice tool to have in your software toolbox. Many of its features
can be found elsewhere but not necessarily in one place. And some of its features you
probably won’t be able to find anywhere else.

• What does it do?
• RCFV lets you view files. It is not an editor since you cannot modify the displayed data
directly. However, RCFV has built-in filtering (like GREP only with several important
additions) which lets you selectively view the parts of the text that are relevant to you. It is
particularly useful for large files, and it can read files of almost any size. It can also process
many hundreds of files, big or small, at once allowing you to quickly see the content of large
numbers of files.
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• What else does it do?
• RCFV does a lot of things but here are some of its most useful features:
• Read multiple files into the viewer using standard Windows wildcards or regular expressions. You can
optionally combine small files (< 1MB) into one document as well.
• Dual interface: either view the text with most of the functionality in a “control panel” in front of you OR view it
via a minimalist window with almost all of the window dedicated to the text. You can easily switch back and
forth between the two modes with a click of the mouse or via a single keystroke.
• Enhanced regular expression filtering (on a line by line basis) lets you not only select which lines to view but
also which ones you don’t want to see. Multiple regular expressions may be applied to each line making the
selection much easier and less complicated than a single expression as with GREP.
• Additional RCFV-only regular expression enhancements are also provided to be able to view sections of text by
specifying a start and end expression or to select date fields easily without having to explicitly enumerate them.

• Web access
• You can read the text from websites without any annoying pop-ups, sounds, video, etc. Of course, if you want to view
images or video, RCFV can act in concert with your favorite browser and direct such urls to be opened in it as well. You
can also choose to open urls in an Outline window in your browser.
•

Outline is a free service for reading and annotating news articles. They remove the clutter so you can analyze and comment on the content.
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• Why use RCFV to read web sites?
• RCFV does certain things that a regular web browser (even with plugins) cannot easily do or do well.
• RCFV can extract all the urls in a selection of text within the viewer coming from a web page or from text that you add to it.
This means that you can open multiple urls with one command just by including them in a selection or copying them to the
viewer window. You can then open them in RCFV proper or in your default browser. When copying (or dragging and dropping)
them to the viewer window you can also use a regular expression to filter out (or in) only certain urls in the text.
• RCFV can read multiple web pages from one or more sites into one document file. This lets you easily combine data from
multiple pages of one or multiple sites.
• You can read multi-page web sites into one document or into multiple documents and you can do it via a single web query
operation. For example, you can easily read 10 pages of Amazon reviews into one RCFV document file.
• You can use filtering to select which parts of the retrieved text you want to see and which you don’t.
• Filter settings may be saved and automatically applied to the text based on the url used.
• You also have some ability to modify the text format of the web sites you view. For example, if the site contains one or more
tables you can specify how to view them: either in grid form or as a single column. You can also choose to view the document
with descriptive hyperlinks (as in a browser) or with explicit url links specified alongside the descriptive text or with no
hyperlinks at all.

• Exporting filtered text to other software for editing, printing, etc.
• You can easily transfer part of all of an RCFV file document to your favorite text editor or word processor for printing, editing,
conversion to another format, e.g., PDF, etc. for some or all of the text included in the RCFV file.
• You can even extract text (and images) in a simplified HTML format and open it in your browser from which you can copy the
text containing links and emphasis to other software such as your email program.
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• The tutorial that follows shows you some of the basic functionality of the
program and how to get started.
• Subsequent tutorials will describe how to optimally use RCFV to access the web.
• The full documentation is available via the {F1} key or Help command. It
describes all the features in depth and even has a basic regular expression
reference for those not familiar with the concept but who want to use the
program effectively. There are also many tutorials on the web describing the use
of regular expressions in great detail. However, because of the way RCFV is
designed, the expressions you will typically use need not be as complex as ones
that you might use in other applications which support regular expressions.
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The Basics

This is the button bar which has several of the same
buttons as in the command panel below. The
number of buttons displayed will change depending
on the context.
Below is the control panel
which may be used to control
which data are viewed and how.

Most of the commands may
also be issued via the button
bar to the left or simply via
the keyboard while the cursor is
in the viewer area. For
example, to exit press a capital
“E”, viz., {Shift}+{e}.

This is the scratch pad
which is used for
various miscellaneous
functions such as
extracting hyperlinks
(urls) or contiguous
text, extracting text
which matches the
specified regular
expressions,
displaying hints, as
below, and as a
simple text editor,
etc.

Most commands have multiple functions. Left clicking a button provides the primary function. However, if
you right click you get an often-useful alternate behavior. For example, to exit you can press the Exit
button. It will ask for a confirmation. However, if you want to avoid the confirmation just right click the Exit
button and the program will begin termination immediately. Note that in almost all cases pressing a button
bar button is equivalent to pressing the analogous button in the control panel.
You can hover over each control to get a concise explanation of its functions. For example, the standard
tooltip for Exit is “Press this or {Alt}+{F4} to exit the program = {E} | Right click to exit without
confirmation”. Note that {E} = {Shift}+{e}.
Press the Hover Help button to see more detailed help about most commands. Once it is
enabled you can hover over a button, text box, or other control to view extended help
information.
When Hover Help is enabled you can also hover over the red and blue boxes in the Hover Help
button itself to see keyboard shortcuts.
Note: if Hover Help is not enabled (the default) then the
standard, minimal help tooltip is displayed when you
hover over a control.

Press the {F1} key or either of the
Help buttons to view the
documentation for this program in
the viewer.
You can use filtering or the Find
command to locate the information
you want within the help text.

The number and name of
the current file will appear
in the caption.

This is the standard view with the control
panel visible. In this example we are showing
the first screen of the help text.

Use the scroll bar to scroll
vertically through the
document or you can use the
{Page Down}, {Page Up},
{Home}, {Ctrl}+{Home}, {End},
{Ctrl}+{End} keys, etc. to
move around the document.

Use the {/} key or any of the 3
slash buttons to toggle the
display of the control panel.

This is the alternate view, without the
control panel, which provides the maximum
display space for the text.
Use the button bar or the keyboard
shortcuts to issue commands in this mode.
You can redisplay the control panel via the
{/} key or by pressing one of the slash
buttons in the corners.

Right click the scratchpad to view the context menu
of available commands for the scratchpad. You can
use the “Clear scratchpad” command instead of
having to select all of the text and then deleting it.
You can change the format of the
text, viz., word-wrap, font, size,
spacing, etc. in the Format section
of the control panel. For example
you can quickly choose between
single, line and a half, and double
spacing. You can even view the
text in hexadecimal format.

You can drag or paste text directly into the viewer. Depending on the source, if the text contains files and or
urls, RCFV will ask you whether you want to view the text as is or whether you want RCFV to read the urls
contained within instead.
Below is a Notepad++ (a recommended text editor) file containing some text which happens to contain a
url. We have highlighted the text and dragged it into the viewer area in order to create a new file. When
the text contains at least one file or url RCFV will also give you the option of opening the contained
files/urls instead of viewing the raw text. Note that “copy and paste” of the text works essentially the same
way as dragging and dropping.

If the text for the new file contains urls, RCFV will ask you whether you want to view the raw text as is or,
rather, whether you want RCFV to read the urls contained within instead.

Since we just want to see the text itself, we choose the second button, View as raw text.

RCFV needs to create a temporary file to hold
the text data. It will generate a name based on
the first few characters of the text. You can
change it if you want to something more
meaningful. You can also change the folder
location which will prevent the file from being
automatically deleted.

Press the OK button to continue
with the above folder and file
name.

Since a file already exists in the viewer you have
the option of adding a new file, replacing the
current file, or replacing the existing file but
using its current filter settings if any.

Press the first button to add a new file.

Here is the text that we copied. You can see the file number and the
generated file name in the title bar.

We have pressed
the Font button {T}
and selected a
new and larger
font.

You also can increase or decrease the font size by pressing the F and F
buttons respectively (and then moving off them) or by pressing the {Ctrl} key
while scrolling the mouse wheel.
You can change the font type up and down alphabetically by right-clicking the

F and F buttons respectively (and then moving off them) or by pressing the
{Shift} key while scrolling the mouse wheel.
Other ways to change the font size include pressing
{Ctrl}+{+} or {Ctrl}+{-} to increase or decrease it
respectively or to hold down the {Ctrl} key while
moving the mouse wheel.

You can also adjust the line spacing to
single, line and a half, or double.

Now we’ll show another way to get the text into
the viewer. In this case we want to read it from
an existing file instead of pasting the literal text.
We’ve opened the Windows File Explorer and
highlighted the file that we want to read. We
then drag and drop the file name to the viewer
which will then read the text in that file.

Now let’s remove all of the files and start from
scratch. We’ll press the remove files button.
We could also press the {r} key in the viewer.

We can see that this is now the
second file in the viewer and that the
folder and file name correspond to
the file that we dragged into the
viewer.

Removing files from RCFV does not physically
delete them. It just disassociates them from the
viewer. We have the option of removing all files,
the current file, or all other files. We will remove
all of them now. To remove all files press the third
button or just press the {3} key when you see this
message box.

You can be more selective
about which files you remove
using the File List. Note that
you can use the File List
window to delete, move, or
copy normal files, those not
associated with a url,
selectively and in bulk. More
about that later.

We can also add files in a
more standard manner. Press
the add Files button to open a
file choice dialog box. We
could also press {Alt}+{a} or
just the {a} key when the
viewer has the focus.

Select the file(s) to open and
then press the Open button in
the dialog box.

This is the file 3032967.bib.txt
that was selected from the folder
C:\Users\Tony\Documents\RCFV\Test\Text\

We can also drag and drop (or copy and
paste) a whole folder to the viewer area.

RCFV will give you the opportunity to filter the files in the
folder via a regular expression which either will select
the files to include or exclude (but not both). Precede
the expression with “!” for the latter (exclusion). In this
case we want to select the two files that start with
alphabetic characters. We could also have specified
“!^\d” to exclude the file starting with a digit.

Instead of a whole folder we can also drag and drop multiple selected files to the viewer area.
Depending on a Settings value you will be optionally prompted to combine multiple Windows files
into one RCFV file. This is only supported for relatively small files, viz., not greater than 1 megabyte.
Note that combining multiple files into a single one is particularly useful when reading related web
files. More about that later.

Right now we are not interested in combining the files so we will select “No”.

Note that this is an ordinary text file
which contains explicit hyperlinks.

We’ve opened the File List {F6}
to display the list of files and
selected the second one in the
list which shows some text
previously extracted from the
Drudge Report web site using
RCFV. When accessing data
directly from the web explicit
hyperlinks, as seen to the left, is
an option but not the preferred,
standard way. More about that
when we discuss web access.

Let’s look at a few other ways to import files into the viewer. We’ll go back to the viewer having just one open file,
the Help text.
Data imported into RCFV can be from any source, e.g., from a word processor, text editor, development platform,
e-mail, etc. The data may contain a mixture of types: plain text, file names, folder names, folders with wildcards -either standard or regular expressions (see below) -- or even urls.
For this example, we will use the scratchpad below for simplicity. Note that if the copied text contains one or
more file names, optionally with wildcards, or urls, RCFV will give you the option to read the files or urls instead of
the literal text. (If the text, as below, is only a file name, etc. then it will assume you want to read the file, etc.)

First, let’s type the full path and name of the files to import and then highlight them. Then we’ll drag and drop
them anywhere in the viewer window. (You can also cut/copy and paste.) Note that the first line is the path of the
file which we previously accessed via its file name in the windows file explorer.

We’re going to get fancy and will add more files to the viewer using regular expression wildcards. This is an extended feature of RCFV.
The second line of text exemplifies this. Note that regular Windows wildcards are supported as well.
In this case we want to read C:\Users\Tony\Documents\RCFV\Test\3032967.bib.txt plus, additionally, all files which start with the
letter “A” or end with the characters “log” in the Special folder. Note that all matches are case insensitive. To do this we will use the
special RCFV regex wildcard format:

C:\Users\Tony\Documents\RCFV\Test\Special\\^A|.*log$
The non-standard use of two backslashes ,“\\”, after the path tells RCFV to process any wildcards which follow in the file name as a
regular expression. (You can also enter this path+regular expression manually by right clicking the add Files button.)
Now, let’s drag and drop this text to the viewer. Again, of course, we could use copy and paste. Note that we are using the scratchpad
for convenience, but we could get this text from any source.

The text that we dragged to the viewer contained wildcards. This could
potentially read in a lot of files so RCFV will query you to confirm that you
actually want to read in all of the matching files.
This is useful when you really
want to drop a block of text into
the viewer which happens to also
contain a file name with
wildcards.
Reply “Paste as raw text” If you
want to view the literal text that
you dropped or pasted into the
viewer rather than processing any
file references.

As before we can
combine (small) files
together into one
text document.
In this case we don’t
want to do that, so
we select “No”.

The prompt to combine
files is optional. We can
turn it off in the Settings
menu which can be
invoked by pressing the
{=} button or by pressing
the Settings command
button.

The Settings window will
be more thoroughly
discussed in a future
tutorial.

As mentioned earlier you can press the
{F6} key or the “File List” button to get a
list of the open files to quickly select the
file you want to view, to select files to
remove or copy or move, etc.

Note the new files that were read into
the viewer. The one file starting with
the letter “A”, the files with a “log”
extension, plus the 303… file that we
explicitly specified.

The prompt to combine
files is optional. We can
turn it off in the Settings
menu which can be
We are now viewing the 6th and last file in the
invoked by pressing the
viewer from the ones which we just dragged
{=} button or by pressing
and dropped. Note that we can potentially add
the Settings command
hundreds of files to the viewer. If so, the file
button.
list should be made visible to manage them.

The Settings window will
be more thoroughly
discussed in a future
tutorial.

When reading in new files RCFV
normally makes the last read file the
current one in the viewer. If you
don’t want that behavior and want to
retain what’s being displayed at the
time of the next file access just check
the “Freeze current file” option or
press the {z} key.

The RCFV File List box is movable and resizable
so you can see more information about the files
if you want. Note that the current file is
highlighted. Selecting a different file by clicking
on any part of the file entry will make it current.

When “Freeze current file” is checked
the current file will remain displayed
after new files are added.

Note that you can prevent this behavior by
pressing the Freeze check box. This has nothing
to do with the “Freeze current file” option in the
main viewer window.

The File List button also indicates
the number of files currently in
the viewer.

Pressing the “Side by side windows” button in
the File List window will align it vertically with
the right edge of the main viewer window (see
next page). This is particularly useful when there
are a large number of open files.

This is the display after choosing to resize
the main window and the File List such that
they are vertically contiguous as a result of
pressing the “Side by side windows” button
in the File List window.

Clicking on the Sort list button on the left of
the File List button bar allows you to sort the
files by the various attributes in the pop-up
menu shown below. In this case we have
sorted the files by their full path name. Right
click to sort in descending order.

Note that doing the sort repositioned the
focus to the first file in the list, in this case
the Help text.

Check the files to be affected by the command buttons
below (except the Sort list button and the Select using
regex button which affect all of the files).

Click the top box to select/deselect all of the files.

The File List Window
The current
file is
highlighted.

Normally when you click on a file name that file will become current and
be displayed. This lets you easily navigate among a large number of files.
However, you may want to select a number of files to remove or copy and
when you check their box that file will become current. In this case you
may not want this behavior. To keep the current file current, i.e.,
displayed, check the Freeze box.

The commands (except Select and Sort) on
the left affect any checked files in the list.
The destination folder of Move and Copy operations is shown here.
The File List defaults to be always on top (of other
windows). You can toggle this setting with this button.

This button provides Hover Help
for the File List.

The files have been reordered in
alphabetical order which is reflected
in the File List.
Note that when the files are
reordered the first file in the list
becomes current (regardless of the
Freeze setting).

Okay, we’ve clicked on the sample
log file entry in the File List to make
it current. With the Freeze option
unset clicking anywhere on a row in
the File List will make that file
current and highlight it.

You can also add files in a more
traditional manner by pressing
the “add files” button or by
pressing the {a} key. A file
dialog will open allowing you to
choose one or more files to
open and add to the file list.

We’ve pressed the “add Files”
button to add a couple of more
files. We select the files we
want to view and press ‘Open’.
Note that MS Word files (.doc
and .docx) and Excel files are
supported as well as text files.

Two more files have been added
to the viewer making this file #8.
Now let’s press the “Prev File”
button to see the other recently
added MS Word file.

We can use these file movement
buttons or keyboard keys, {F} :
first, {P} : previous, {N} : next, {L} :
last, or the File List to change the
currently displayed file.
Now let’s press the “First File”
button (or the {F} button on the
button bar) to go back to the first
file.

We are back at the first file (the Help text). Let’s
use the File List to select a different file.

We’ve stretched the File List window to show all of
the columns. Let’s use it to switch the viewer to
show file number 5, “sample.log”, again. Just click
anywhere in line 5 to highlight it and make it the
current file (with Freeze unchecked).

Now we’re at the file we want. We can move or close the
File List. We don’t need it for the moment so we will close it.

Okay, let’s start using one of
the most powerful features of
the program, viz., regular
expression filtering.
We can select some text, in this
case the string DEBUG, to filter
on and drag and drop it in the
include filter input box below.
Of course we could also just
type it in the input box.

Note that the Auto Refresh toggle is depressed meaning that
the viewer display is refreshed automatically after most
operations that might change the display including filtering
changes. If the button is not toggled “on” then its caption will
be “Press to Auto Refresh” in red text. Of course, you can
always manually refresh at any time by pressing the {F5} key or
the Refresh button.

Once the filter text is in the input box, we can press
the [+] button to add the text in the include filter input
box to the include filter list. Filtering will turn on
automatically when there is at least one filter (regular)
expression in one of the boxes. The display will also be
refreshed if auto-refresh is on.

We now only see lines containing the
string “DEBUG”.
Note that the matched text is
highlighted by the first color in the
eight-color button bar above the filter
input box on the right side.
The button bars at the top of the Filters section
are for filter matches. There is a small, two button
bar at the left that is used for the special “StartEnd” RCFV regular expression extensions. These
are discussed in another tutorial and in the Help
text.

The rightmost eight buttons are for regular
matches where the leftmost color is used
for the first normal match, etc. Let’s press
the leftmost color button of the eight,
corresponding to the current match, and
change it to a different color.

Let’s select a color with a little
more contrast for the first and
only regular expression in the
include list, viz., “DEBUG”.
Note that if Auto Refresh is not
on you will have to manually do
a refresh, {F5}, to view the
changes.

Notice that the matched field,
“DEBUG”, is now displayed in
the new color.

Now let’s add a regular expression
to the Exclude filter to hide some of
the lines that we don’t want to see.

The Exclude filters will HIDE any line matching any or all of the
regular expressions in the Exclude list (depending on the setting of
the “AND The List” button).
Let’s add the text “SampleClass[13579]” to the Exclude filter input
box and press the associated [+] button. This expression will hide
all lines containing “SampleClass” followed by an odd digit.

Notice that all of the lines displayed
now have an even number after the
string “SampleClass”.

You can clear the input boxes quickly by pressing
these [x] buttons so we can add another include or
exclude filter expression. You can click an input box
to highlight the text and then type in new text to
replace it. You can also right click a filter input box to
clear, copy, cut or paste text.

Let’s now look for lines which
contain “SampleClass0” with or
without “DEBUG”. We’ll type the
next regular expression,
SampleClass0, in the input box and
press the [+] button.

Note that the additional expression is OR’ed
with the first so that lines that match either
expression are displayed. You can see that
“SimpleClass0” is displayed whether the line
contains the string “DEBUG” or not.
The second expression
matches are displayed
with the second color in
the Filters colors button
bar. We’ve changed the
color to orange to contrast
it with the first match.

Now let’s press the “AND The List” button to change
the logic from OR to AND such that we will see only
lines matching both expressions.

By ANDing the expressions we see only lines containing
“SimpleClass0” AND “DEBUG”. All others are hidden.
Note that in this case the Exclude filter is now irrelevant.

Filtered text can be displayed with before and/or
after context lines.
Right click either of the context lines boxes below
to quickly set the Before and After number of
context lines. For this example we’ll pick 2 lines
before and after.
You can also set them manually using the scroll
buttons or by just typing in a number.

Each matching line is displayed plus up to 2 non-matching lines before and after. This enables you to view
matches and their context.

The left margin contains markers indicating non-matching
lines which precede a match with “-”, non-matching lines
which follow a match with “+”, and non-matching lines
which both precede and follow a matching line with “+-”.
Lines which match are preceded by “••”.
We have changed the font to a monospaced one to make
the display easier to read. The easiest way to do this is to
RIGHT click the Font button below which will automatically
set the font to Courier New. We could also LEFT click it and
select a monospaced font manually.

Finally, you can save the current filter
settings, font, and colors for future use as an
RCFV “.fvf” file. Click on the “Disk” icon in
the Filters section to save the filters for
future use with this file or another similar
one.
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• In this brief introduction we have tried to demonstrate the basic functionality of RCFV.
• We showed how to view the primary help file as well as how to view the enhanced “tooltips” via the
Hover help command.
• We showed the two view modes, viz., with and without the control panel, and how to navigate the
latter via keystrokes in the viewer or via the left margin button bar.
• We have shown how to add files by dragging and dropping (or copying and pasting) objects to the
viewer window. Since RCFV is designed around regular expressions we showed how you could use a
regular expression wildcard to select files for viewing in addition to standard wildcards or just regular
file names.
• We showed the File List which lets you navigate a large file set and, also, let’s you perform move, copy
and/or rename operations on selected files.
• And we showed the filtering power of the program demonstrating the use of the Include and Exclude
filters with regular expressions with the ability to optionally display the matches in context.
• Check out the next tutorial where we will demonstrate the most revolutionary part of the program,
its web browsing interface and the things you can do with it that are not easily done with most other
browsers.

